ECON OLYMPICS COMPETITION—Gr.

COMPETITION DATE: THURS, MAY 11

Event Sign-Up: Discuss the Olympic events below with students and ask them to choose one event in which to participate

**EVENT 1: PRODUCE AN INTERNATIONAL PRODUCT (Team Event)**—Team uses a resource box of materials to invent a product (toy, game, decoration) to be sold in your country. (Students need to be creative team workers!)
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**EVENT 2: MARKET YOUR COUNTRY BY COMMERCIAL (Team Event)**—Team creates and performs a commercial to advertise visiting their chosen country. (Students should be dramatic team workers!)
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**EVENT 3: INTERNATIONAL T-SHIRT DESIGN (Individual Event)**—Each student designs a t-shirt that represents their country, using pictures, words and symbols. (Students should want—or need to—work independently!)
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**EVENT 4: YOUR COUNTRY ON DISPLAY (Team Event)**—Team is given a 3-sided display board to create a visual picture of their country. (Team may cut and prepare board materials before competition. Students should be artistic!)
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**EVENT 5: ECONOMIC JEOPARDY (Individual Event)**—One student from each classroom will answer jeopardy questions in 5 categories: Economic Vocabulary; Econ and Math; Give Me 2 Examples; Comparison Shopping; Global Communities. Students will compete by grade level to score the most points by answering questions correctly.
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